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Abstract
Currently, ultrasonography device become important equipment for supporting diagnosis in
diesases. Unfortunetaly, a lot of ultrasonography images do not provide enough information for supporting
diagnosis especially images produced by low-resolution ultrasonography. It is caused by image quality that
has been produced is inadequate because of noise. This research aims to improve image quality by
modifying brightness and contrast to the edge detection algorithms. By modifying the brightness and
contrast will cause the value of standard deviation of the ultrasonography image is lowered. Raising setting
values will cause deviation standard value become smaller, and also the result of standard deviation is
inversely proportional to the value of RMSE. The results show that this modification can improve image
quality by reducing noise significantly.
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1. Introduction
The development of information technology (IT) has an impact on the development of
various aspects of human life. One aspect that affected the development of the IT world is
health. One part of IT is digital image processing. On the other hand, in the field of health there
are technologies to maximize the role of digital image processing in supporting health services
especially for diagnosing which is the use of ultrasonography equipment. Ultrasonography is
used as diagnostic aid by visualized human body organs such example is uterus area.
Examination using ultrasonography for uterus area is very useful especially for high-risk
pregnancies. Ultrasonography examination is one method of screening for checking
pregnancy is considered safe, non-invasive, accurate and effective. Currently, ultrasonography
image has evolved, which formerly only use two-dimensional ultrasonography image is now a
three-dimensional ultrasound image and also four-dimensional ultrasonography image.
Unfortunately, especially in Indonesia, a high-resolution ultrasonography with mostly only
available at large hospitals in big cities, because of the high price of the equipment. On the
other hand, patients spread in all area including in small city where hospitals or health clinics
have two-dimentional ultrasonography only. The image obtained by ultrasonography device,
sometimes have a loss of quality that can be ranges contrast, geometric distortion, fuzziness or
noise [1]. Figure 1 shows an example of image produced by two dimentional ultrasonography.

Figure 1. An Example Image of 2-D
Ultrasonography

Figure 2. Examples of input images
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According to Figure 1, the image is not yet fully has good image quality that has not
provided clear information about what is contained therein, for example, is information on the
shape and layout of the uterus that have different layout in each ulatrasonography image. While
for an accurate diagnosis we need to the accuracy of the shape and layout of the uterus area,
therefore the low-resolution image will be a problem. One of image processing techniques that
can be used to obtain the shape and layout of the uterus area is using edge detection method.
Edge detection method is used to obtain the edges of objects. There are several operators on
edge detection include Canny operator, Laplacian of Gaussian operator, Prewitt operator,
Robert operator and Sobel operator. However, according to the edge detection process,
ultrasonography images should have good quality. Low resolution quality of the image greatly
influences the results of edge detection. To solve this problem, one of which is capable of
affecting the quality of the ultrasonography image is the brightness, contrast and noise of the
ultrasonography image.
The final goal of this research is to improve the quality of the image produced by twodimentional ultrasonography. Therefore it is expected that using two-dimensional
ultrasonography in rural areas can be optimized in order to improve people health quality in this
areas.
Nauer [2] in his research investigated the effect of tube tension reduction on image
contrast and image quality in pediatric temporal bone computed tomography (CT). Massey [3]
identified 6 common image capture and analysis problem areas in sublingual side-stream darkfield videos: illumination, duration, focus, content, stability, and pressure. The criteria introduced
are an objective way to assess the quality of image acquisition, with the goal of selecting videos
of adequate quality for analysis. Case [4] summarized the principles of nuclear cardiology single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET)
imaging and techniques for maintaining quality: from the calibration of imaging equipment to
post processing techniques. Planton [5] reviewed the ultrasonography (US) diagnostic criteria,
the US performance in the diagnosis and grading of hepatic steatosis, the US steatosis models,
but also its limitations in the diagnosis of steatosis. In addition, they also discussed 2 modern
methods of assessing hepatic steatosis using ultrasounds, namely the computerized processing
of data forming the US image and the controlled attenuation parameter measured with
unidimensional transient elastography. Serbes [6] did research about the denoising
performance quadrature signals. They evaluated and compared with the others by using
simulated and real quadrature signals. The quantitative results demonstrated that the modified
dual-tree-complex-wavelet-transform-based denoising outperforms the conventional discrete
wavelet transform with the same level of computational complexity and exhibits almost equal
performance to the dual-tree complex wavelet transform with almost half computational cost.
Ciecholewski [7] described two active contour models: the edge-based model and the regionbased model making use of a morphological approach, both designed for extracting the
gallbladder shape from ultrasonography images. The active contour models were applied to
ultrasonography images without lesions and to those showing specific disease units, namely,
anatomical changes like folds and turns of the gallbladder as well as polyps and gallstones.
They also presents modifications of the edge-based model, such as the method for removing
self-crossings and loops or the method of dampening the inflation force which moves nodes if
they approach the edge being determined. Sanchez [8] proposed a useful tool for identifying
patients at high risk of stroke and selecting those who can benefit most from revascularization
therapies such as carotid endarterectomy and stenting. Chifor [9] demonstrated that periodontal
ultrasonography is a reliable method with which to identify and evaluate the attachment level of
the gingival junctional epithelium. Vatansever [10] proposed fetal neuroimaging study that
provide normal posterior fossa growth trajectories during the second and third trimesters of
pregnancy via semi-automatic segmentation of reconstructed fetal brain MR images and to
assess common cerebellar malformations in comparison with the reference data. Anobetti [11]
showed a high correlation between two modalities to identify possible malpositioning of a
catheter resulting from cannulation of central veins, and its complications. The less time
required to perform ultrasonography allows earlier use of the catheter for the administration of
acute therapies that can be life-saving for the critically ill patients. Tanaka [12] examined the
clinical utility of the malignancy grading system for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) using a
combination of 2 different contrast-enhanced ultrasonography images. Chiem [13] compared
emergency physician-performed pelvic ultrasonography (EPPU) with radiology departmentBrightness and Contrast Modification in Ultrasonography Images Using… (Retno Supriyanti)
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performed pelvic ultrasonography (RPPU) in emergency department (ED) female patients
requiring pelvic ultrasonography and their outcomes in relation to ED length of stay, ED
readmission, and alternative diagnosis, within a 14-day follow-up period. Wang [14] investigated
and compared contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) in the characterisation of histologically
proven focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) with contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT).
Hizukuri [15] developed a computerized determination scheme for histological classification of
breast mass by using objective features corresponding to clinicians' subjective impressions for
image features on ultrasonographic images. According to these researches, it seems that most
of researcher using complex method to optimize ultrasonography function. In other hand, some
researcher also emphasize to improve image quality in other case such as Wang [16] in his
research purpose to image denoising is to restore the original image without noise from the
noise image, and at the same time maintain the detailed information of the image as much as
possible. Zang [17] proposed a new hybrid algorithm for the image edge extraction and refining,
which combined the genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm. Wu Jie [18] proposed median
filtering algorithm to enhance targets; and the targets are sharpened by using lateral inhibition
algorithm, the edge of targets is outlined. In order to get reliable target region, adaptive
threshold segmentation algorithm is used to extract need target region, and characteristics of
target is used to distinguish multiple targets.
According to the main goal of our research for supporting health service technology for
rural area, in this paper we will emphasize for optimizing ultrasonography image quality by
applying a simple and robust method. In our previous research [19-26], we developed some
simple and easy to use technology to support health service in rural area based on image
processing and expert system. It is implemented in some areas of diseases such as cataract,
high risk pregnancy, cervical cancer and etc. We also optimized some equipment for acquiring
data such as digital camera, smartphone, low-cost panoramic, portable USG. In this paper, we
will optimize low-cost ultrasonography where this machine availabiliy is very limited in
developing countries such in Indonesia.

2. Research Method
2.1. Data Acquisition
All data used in this research were obtained from General Hosital of Banyumas
Regency. Data is ultrasonography image with .jpg extension as shown in Figure 2.
2.2. Increased Image Brightness
The basic operation is usually done in the image is brightness enhancement. This
operation is performed to increase the brightness of an image. If an image still has a low
brightness quality it can be done brightness enhancement process. Mathematically [27], the
increased brightness is done by adding a constant to the value of the entire pixel. The addition
of brightness can be written as described in Equation 1.
𝑔(𝑦, 𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑦, 𝑥) + 𝛽

(1)

𝑔(𝑦, 𝑥) = 𝛼 𝑓(𝑦, 𝑥)

(2)

𝑔(𝑦, 𝑥) = 𝛼 𝑓(𝑦, 𝑥) + 𝛽

(3)

2.3. Contrast Stretching
The contrast in an image states the distribution of light and dark shades of color. A
gray-scale image is said to have a low contrast when the distribution of color tend to narrow the
range of gray levels. Conversely, if the image has a high contrast range of gray levels
distributed over wide [27]. Contrast stretching process could be done by multiplying a constant
image and it could be written in Equation 2.

2.4. Brightness and Contrast Combination
Operations of brightness increasing and contrast stretching could be done
simultaneously with the aim to improve image quality. In general, a combination of the two
operations can be written as descibed in Equation 3 [27].
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2.5. Deviation Standard
Standard deviation is a variation of data distribution of all the data. The smaller value of
spreading means fewer variations in data values. If spreading is 0, then the value of all data is
the same. The greater value of the data spreading means increasingly varied. Standard
deviation can be calculated using the following formula [1] as described in Equation 4.

(4)
Wherein: σ = deviation standard, 𝑥𝑖 = Data to I, x = data average, n= number of data
’

2.6. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
Observation of changes in image after image processing can be done by looking
directly on the image. However, to measure quantitatively, it can be done by calculating the
value of RMSE (Root Mean Square Error). RMSE is the root of the MSE (Mean Squared Error).
RMSE can be calculated using the Equation 5 [1].
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √𝑀𝑆𝐸

(5)

MSE value calculation is the average squared error between the original images with
the image processing results. MSE can be calculated using the Equation 6.
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

1

𝑋𝑌

𝛴𝑋 𝛴𝑌 [𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼′(𝑥, 𝑦)]2

(6)

Wherein: X = image width (pixel), Y= citra height (pixel), I= image pixel value before noise
reduction, I’= image pixel value after noise reduction.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Converting Image to Grayscale
The first step in this system is to convert input images which is in RGB (Red-GreenBlue) to grayscale that has only one value that is gray. This process aims to simplify the
ultrasonography image that is still in the form of RGB which has three constituent components,
namely R, G, and B, converted into grayscale form which has only one component of which is
gray. In the grayscale image handle only shades of black and white produces gray effect. Figure
3 shows an example of conversion from RGB to grayscale image in our experiment.
Grayscale image is obtained by calculating the average value of the color components
R, G, B. The calculation process carried out on the entire pixel image.

Figure 3. RGB to Grayscale Conversion

Figure 4. An Example of Cropping Process
Using Template Matching Method
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3.2. Determine Uterus Area
To determine uterus area, we applied template matching method. Template matching is
used to find the existence of a desired object in an image by using the template image as a
reference image [27]. Selection of image templates to determine desired area is very important
in the method of template matching. More precise selection of template image is higher
presentation success template matching method. If the selection is not appropriate template
then the determination of the uterus area will fail. Selection of template could be done based on
shape and image degradation. Both variables could be evaluted by image histogram [28]. An
example of determining uterus area in our experiment is shown in Figure 4.
3.3. Deviation Standard
The standard deviation is used to calculate variations in the distribution of color intensity
on an ultrasonography image. Table 1 describes some examples of deviation standard of our
grayscale image and template image candidate.

Table 1. Values of Image Standard Deviation
No

Image identity

Standard Deviation Value
Grayscale image

template image candidate

1

13

67,36

56,87

2

14

64,69

54,41

3

15

69,25

56,71

4

16

69,13

56

5

23

67,28

57,65

6

26

67,28

46,55

7

34

64,36

56,47

8

35

65,56

56,16

9

52

67,27

62,09

10

53

70,27

61,48

11

57

59,36

63,94

12

58

62,35

66,73

66,18

57,92

Average

According to Table 1, selection of template image is based on average of standard
deviation value between gray scale image and candidate template image. According to the
standard deviation values, the most qualified image is image with identity 23, 26, 52 and 35.
However, success percentage as a template is the best way to determine the best
template. If the template image candidates have higher percentage than other, it will be
choosen as a template image. Table 2 described percentage of success template.
According to Table 2, image23 has higher percentage than other, it is about 83.3%.
Therefore for the next process, we used image23 as an image template in our experiment.
3.4. Brightness and Contrast Modification
This process aims to improve our images quality by modifying brightness and contrast.
Mathematically, modifiying process is by applying equation 3. Brightness constant value will
increase color intensity values for each pixel in accordance to the given constant value. This
also applies to the image multiplication against to contrast constant value. Therefore, by
modifying contrast and brightness will lead to increase color intensity values for all pixels.
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Table 2. Percentage of Uterus Detection

NO

Template

Number of
image
detected

Uterus detected
(image identity)

Number
of fail
detected

Uterus not
detected
(image
identity)

Success
percentage (%)

1

image13

9

13, 14, 15, 16, 23,
52, 53, 57, 58

3

26, 34, 35,

75

2

image14

8

13, 14, 15, 16, 23,
52, 53, 58

4

26, 34, 35, 57

66,6

3

image15

7

13, 14, 15, 16, 52,
53, 57

5

23, 26, 34,
35, 58

58,3

4

image16

8

13, 14, 15, 16, 52,
53, 57, 58

4

23, 26, 34, 35

66,6

5

image23

10

13, 15, 23, 26, 34,
35, 52, 53, 57, 58

2

14,16

83,3

6

image26

6

23, 26, 34, 52, 57,
58

6

13, 14, 15,
16, 35, 53

50

7

image34

7

13, 34, 35, 52, 53,
57, 58

5

14, 15, 16 ,
23, 26,

58,3

8

image35

7

13, 15, 35, 52, 53,
57,58

5

9

image52

2

52, 53

10

10

image54

2

52, 53

10

11

image57

5

13, 14, 23, 57, 58

7

12

image58

5

13, 23, 34, 53, 58

7

14, 16, 23,
26, 34,
13, 14, 15,
16, 23, 26,
34, 35, 57, 58
13, 14, 15,
16, 23, 26,
34, 35, 57, 58
15, 16, 26,
34, 35, 52, 54

58,3
16,6

16,6
41,6

14, 15, 16,
26, 35, 52, 57

41,6

Table 3. Standard Deviation and RMSE Values Using Canny Operator
Process

Deviation
standard

Process

Deviation
Standard

Original image

58,8889

Original Image

58,8889

Grayscale conversion

59,3695

Grayscale conversion

59,3695

Noise removing

60,207

Noise removing

60,207

Without modification

60,207

0

Modification

9,6671

59,9278

Applied median filter
Edge detection using
threshold [0,01 0,02]

60,2872

4,6661

9,6573

60,0772

0,1455

232,7248

Applied median filter
Edge detection using
threshold [0,01 0,02]

0,0865

232,7362

0,1394

232,7259

0,0836

232,7364

0,0814

232,7365

Edge detection using
threshold [0,02 0,03]

RMSE

RMSE

Edge detection using
threshold [0,03 0,04]
Edge detection using
threshold [0,04 0,05]

0,1322

232,7274

Edge detection using
threshold [0,01 0,02]
]
Edge detection using
threshold [0,01 0,02]

0,1246

232,7287

Edge detection using
threshold [0,01 0,02]

0,0788

232,7367

Edge detection using
threshold [0,05 0,06]

0,1178

232,7298

Edge detection using
threshold [0,01 0,02]

0,075

232,7369
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Table 4. Standard Deviation and RMSE Values Using Sobel Operator
Process

Deviation
standard

Process

Deviation
Standard

Original image

58,8889

Original Image

58,8889

Grayscale conversion

59,3695

Grayscale conversion

59,3695

Noise removing

60,207

Noise removing

60,207

Without modification

60,207

0

Modification

9,6671

59,9278

Applied median filter
Edge detection using
threshold [0,01]

60,2872

4,6661

9,6573

60,0772

0,1554

232,723

Applied median filter
Edge detection using
threshold [0,01]

0,0898

232,736

0,1234

232,729

Edge detection using
threshold [0,02 ]

0,0675

232,7373

Edge detection using
threshold [0,02]

RMSE

RMSE

0,0764
232,7368

Edge detection using
threshold [0,03]

0,1051

232,731

Edge detection using
threshold [0,03]

Edge detection using
threshold [0,04]

0,0945

232,733

Edge detection using
threshold [0,04]

0,0526

232,7379

Edge detection using
threshold [0,05]

0,0881

232,734

Edge detection using
threshold [0,05 ]

0,0317

232,7386

Table 5. Standard Deviation and RMSE Values Using Prewitt Operator
Process

Deviation
standard

Process

Deviation
Standard

Original image

58,8889

Original Image

58,8889

Grayscale conversion

59,3695

Grayscale conversion

59,3695

Noise removing

60,207

Noise removing

60,207

Without modification

60,207

0

Modification

9,6671

59,9278

Applied median filter
Edge detection using
threshold [0,01]

60,2872

4,6661

9,6573

60,0772

0,1543

232,723

Applied median filter
Edge detection using
threshold [0,01]

0,0896

232,736

Edge detection using
threshold [0,02]

0,1219

232,729

Edge detection using
threshold [0,02 ]

0,0757

232,7369

Edge detection using
threshold [0,03]

0,1038

232,723

Edge detection using
threshold [0,03]

0,0673

232,7373

Edge detection using
threshold [0,04]

0,0935

232,733

Edge detection using
threshold [0,04]

0,0488

232,7381

Edge detection using
threshold [0,05]

0,0874

232,734

Edge detection using
threshold [0,05 ]

0,0309

232,7386

RMSE

RMSE

3.5. Edge Detection and Calculating Of Standard Deviation and RMSE
This process aims to get the edge shape of uterus. We did this experiment by applying
several edge detection operators such as canny, sobel, and Prewitt. Table 3 to Table 5 show an
example result of each method including deviation standard and RMSE values, in here we use
image57 as a case.
According Table 3 to Table 5 for all edge detection operators, standard deviation values
for both conditions without modifying and with modifying are almost the same, the difference is
too small. However, deviation standard values for edge detection result when there is no
modification is larger than in modification condition. It is caused this image has been impaired
standard deviation value due to the brightness and contrast modification.
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4. Conclusion
According to the results above, we conclude: (i) edge detection in ultrasonography
images which have been modified brightness and contrast providing good shape uterus and just
having a bit noise. That means brightness and contrast modification could improve image
quality. (ii) Brightness and contrast modification cause standar deviation value decreased. The
higher value setting, the smaller deviation value generated. (iii) During image processing,
standard deviation value is inversely proportional to RMSE value. (iv) Generally, all edge
detection operator able to produce good edge detection if using accurate threshold. In our
experiment, canny operator provide the best result when using threshold [0.02 0.03] while for
sobel and prewitt operator, the best result is obtained when using threshold [0.002]. Higher
threshold provided edge detection result obtained will getting worst.
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